Protect Improvements - Gate, C6.22#

Purchaser shall scarify all temporary roads, landings, and/or skid trails/roads to a depth of 4 inches and apply seed C6.6#

Notes:
Industrial Fire Precaution Class Zone is 678.

 existing Road, Hauling Restricted, C5.12#
Existing Transportation System, B5.12
Subdivision Boundary, B1.1
Subdivision Number, B1.1
Reserve Trees, C2.36, C6.32#
Protect Improvements - Cattle Guard/Gate, C6.22#
Protect Improvements - Gate, C6.22#
Protect Improvements - Fence, C6.22#
Protect Streamcourse, B6.5
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Notes:
Industrial Fire Precaution Class Zone is 678.
For subdivisions that have a road as a boundary line shown on the map, the official boundary for the section that is not painted is the edge of the road on the unit side, B1.1.